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hack.Toward a systematic development of neoantigen-based active specific
immunotherapy: immunogenicity, purity, and safety. Neoantigenic vaccines

are designed to harness the potentials of active specific immunotherapy
(ASI) by using the patient's own immune cells to identify and then generate

a highly specific immune response against distinct tumor-associated
antigens. Neoantigen-based ASI represents a new approach to cancer

therapy by developing the patient's own immune cells to target malignant
cells expressing altered, tumor-specific, oncoantigen targets (neoantigens).
The neoantigen vaccine includes a recombinant tumor-derived protein as

the vaccine target and the patient's antigen-presenting cells as the source of
the antigen. Historically, ASI focused primarily on the targeted destruction of
tumor cells rather than on the modulation of the immune system. However,
the first steps of neoantigen-based ASI will focus on the activation of T cells
to enhance the antitumor response without immunosuppression. The tumor-
derived protein antigen is engineered to express the neoantigen as a foreign
peptide, with the potential to raise an anti-tumor immune response. These

neoantigens are processed and presented by MHC molecules to T
lymphocytes. The immune system of patients is able to recognize and
destroy the tumor cells by recognizing neoantigen-MHC complexes as
foreign. In clinical trials, neoantigens have been shown to be the most

frequent and immunogenic antigens recognized by the immune system.
This, along with evidence of the potency of neoantigen-based ASI, makes

this approach a potential alternative to conventional therapies and an
important strategy for improving patient outcomes.Q: How to know where
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